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Figure 1: In our study, a participant interacted with a robot photographer (a) and then self-annotated the robot’s performance
(b) based on its proficiency in the photography task, the social appropriateness of its behavior, and its entertainment value. Each
of these performance dimensions was annotated action-by-action in one tier of ELAN considering videos of the interaction (c).

ABSTRACT
Recent research in robot learning suggests that implicit human
feedback is a low-cost approach to improving robot behavior with-
out the typical teaching burden on users. Because implicit feedback
can be difficult to interpret, though, we study different methods
to collect fine-grained labels from users about robot performance
across multiple dimensions, which can then serve to map implicit
human feedback to performance values. In particular, we focused
on understanding the effects of annotation order and frequency on
human perceptions of the self-annotation process and the useful-
ness of the labels for creating data-driven models to reason about
implicit feedback. Our results demonstrate that different annota-
tion methods can influence perceived memory burden, annotation
difficulty, and overall annotation time. Based on our findings, we
conclude with recommendations to create future implicit feedback
datasets in Human-Robot Interaction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Laboratory experiments; User
studies; • Computing methodologies→ Artificial intelligence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most prior work in robot behavior adaptation and learning from
human teachers relies on explicit feedback signals, such as demon-
strations [4], preference [55], and evaluative feedback [34, 35]. Un-
fortunately, though, explicit human feedback requires deliberate
effort, may diminish over time [33, 40], and can interrupt the natural
flow of human-robot interactions [46].

Recently, research has begun to investigate implicit human com-
municative signals in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) as a comple-
ment or alternative signal to explicit feedback, e.g., [9, 18, 39, 45].
Implicit signals are inevitably given off by people when they care
about an agent’s behavior. They can be reflected in human actions
that change the physical state of the world [32, 56]. Also, implicit
human feedback can be provided through nonverbal cues — such as
body motion and gaze — that people naturally display when they
interact socially. Nonverbal signals serve as a passive and burden-
free information channel for people that sometimes persists even
when they don’t intend to communicate [31].

This work investigates annotation methods to align implicit
human feedback with explicit feedback in HRI, as shown in Fig. 1.
The goal is to understand howwe can effectively gather data and use
supervised learning to map nonverbal human behavior to explicit
values of a robot’s performance. While it is common for prior work
in HRI to rely on third-party coders to gather labels that describe
human nonverbal behavior [8, 11, 38, 47, 57, 66], we explore the
feasibility of gathering these labels from the interactants themselves,
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i.e., gathering self-annotations. This idea is inspired by work in
Human-Computer Interaction [30] and Affective Computing [10].
Although gathering self-annotations may be hard in many cases
(e.g., when users are children [10]), we deem it critical to make
progress in making sense of implicit human feedback in HRI due
to the challenges that interpreting this feedback brings along.

Implicit human feedback tends to be more difficult to interpret
and less informative than explicit feedback [2, 18, 60]. The reason
is threefold. First, certain signals, like facial expressions, can have
different meanings based on the context in which they are produced
[19, 24, 28, 53]. Second, natural human reactions to important events
may have varied delays [3, 25, 34]. Lastly, while human feedback and
rewards in robot learning are often represented with a scalar value
[14], people may care about multiple aspects of a robot’s behavior.
For example, a person could care about the proficiency of a robot
in a task [46] but also its entertainment value during interactions
[1, 69]. Thus, people’s reactions to a robot’s behavior may not just
be due to a single performance factor, but their perception of the
robot across multiple dimensions.

We conducted a user study to understand trade-offs in when to
gather self-annotations about robot performance, and how to collect
these annotations when performance is a multi-dimensional con-
struct. In our study, participants naturally interacted with a robot
photographer, as shown in Figure 1(a). The robot sequentially com-
pleted photo-taking tasks with the participant while we recorded
the person’s nonverbal behavior, which included implicit feedback
about the robot’s performance. Every so often, participants were
asked to annotate their impression of the robot’s performance using
a well-established graphical user interface (GUI) for video annota-
tion, as shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). The GUI allowed them to see
a recording of their recent interaction with the robot and annotate
the robot’s current level of proficiency at the task, its social appropri-
ateness, and its entertainment value. Also, after a photo-taking task
was complete, we asked the participants to provide more sparse
task-level ratings about their impression of the robot’s performance
through a survey. We considered the self-annotations and survey
responses as explicit human feedback in the study.

We evaluated different ways in which the annotation process
took place from a human and a computational perspective. In-
terestingly, the delay between when interactions happened and
annotations were gathered affected the difficulty of the annotation
process. Also, the delay and the order in which annotations were
provided influenced the length of the annotation process. On the
computational side, implicit feedback data helped predict per-action
annotation labels that explicitly measure robot performance. We
conclude this paper with a discussion of our findings and recom-
mendations to create future implicit feedback datasets for HRI.

2 BACKGROUND
Our work focuses on fine-grained annotation of robot performance
based on users’ impressions of the robot’s behavior. Thus, we first
discuss related work on self-annotation. Then, we contextualize
our effort with respect to a growing body of research on Interactive
Robot Learning [14, 18, 34, 41, 62], where a robot learns from human
feedback through interaction rather than simply using a pre-coded
environmental reward.

2.1 Self-Annotation
It is common for work in Human-Computer Interaction [37] and
HRI [7] to gather participant self-reports of personal traits and expe-
riences engaging in social encounters. For example, Celiktutan et al.
[13] collected self-assessed personality and engagement towards
a robot through survey instruments and then used the answers as
ground truth labels to model these factors with machine learning.
Furthermore, Tsoi et al. [65] collected impressions of a mobile robot
at scale using simulated human-robot interactions. The opinions
of those that interacted with the robot in simulation differed from
those that passively observed the simulated interactions in video
recordings. In contrast to using third-party observers or raters (e.g.,
as in [8, 11, 12, 38, 47, 57, 66]), self-annotation can be more reliable
for gathering explicit labels that are reflective of the participant’s
own opinions during interactions [48]. As suggested by Jung [30],
self-annotations based on video footage can be an effective mecha-
nism for participants to recall and assess the emotional dynamics
of their social interactions.

The importance of self-assessment measures in HRI motivated
us to study the possibility of using self-annotations to align implicit
human reactions to a robot’s behavior with explicit feedback about
its performance. In particular, we chose to study how to collect these
annotations using ELAN [70], a well-established annotation tool for
audio and video recordings. ELANhas been usedwidely for research
in linguistics and multi-modal interaction [17, 20, 26, 29, 36, 54].
ELAN’s interface was particularly well suited for our study because
we wanted to gather labels for multiple robot performance factors,
which could easily be annotated using ELAN’s layered annotated
scheme based on tiers (as shown in Figure 1(c)). A tier is a set of
annotations that share common characteristics, e.g., they might all
be about robot proficiency.

Prior work has shown that annotation processes can result in
cognitive load [68] and task switching costs [49], which may in-
crease user response times and errors rates. We thought that these
challenges would naturally translate to HRI, potentially posing a
barrier to the effective collection of implicit feedback annotations.
Thus, we sought to investigate:

Research Question 1: How do different self-annotation procedures
influence human perception of the annotation process and the flow of
human-robot interactions?

2.2 Interactive Robot Learning
2.2.1 Using Human Feedback as Reward. For at least 20 years, re-
searchers have investigated reward shaping by people in Reinforce-
ment Learning [63]. For example, Isbell et al. [27] and Thomaz and
Breazeal [64] trained a simulated robot by combining a human re-
ward with a traditional environmental reward. More recently, Knox
et al. [34, 35] proposed to explicitly model human feedback, such
as a button press, and to learn entirely from human signals. Other
work interpreted human-delivered training signals as alternative
evaluative metrics (like optimality [22], an advantage function [44],
or categorical feedback strategies [42]) or used the feedback for
more direct policy learning [22, 44, 51].

Prior work in Interactive Robot Learning typically models se-
quential decision making as a Markov Decision Process, in which
an agent aims to find a policy that maximizes the sum of rewards:
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𝐺 =

∞∑︁
𝑡=0

𝛾𝑡𝑟𝑡 (1)

where 𝑟𝑡 is the reward at time step 𝑡 and 𝛾 is a discount factor. Our
research is related to this line of work because we investigate meth-
ods to gather explicit feedback labels for implicit human feedback.
This data could in turn be used to create reward functions from
implicit feedback in HRI, as explained below.

2.2.2 Implicit Human Feedback. In addition to using explicit hu-
man feedback as a reward for robot learning, research has begun
to explore using implicit feedback as well. For instance, Broekens
[9] and Gordon et al. [21] explored interpreting human affective
expressions as numeric reward signals using a predefined mapping
from implicit feedback to social reinforcement. Veeriah et al. [67]
and Zadok et al. [71] proposed to learn a value function or proba-
bilistic model to ground the facial reactions of proficient observers
(or demonstrators) and bias an agent’s behavior. More recently, Li
et al. [39] and Stiber et al. [60] demonstrated learning from human
facial expressions only and Cui et al. [18] proposed to map facial
reactions to task statistics, requiring no explicit human feedback.
Unfortunately, these methods are data-hungry due to the high-
dimensional nature of implicit signals, such as facial expressions.
This motivated us to explore methods for collecting high-quality
human feedback datasets from which we can build reliable models
for interpreting implicit feedback:

Research Question 2: How do different self-annotation procedures
for robot performance influence the usefulness of the data for mapping
implicit signals to explicit measures of performance?

One novel aspect of our work is that we consider robot perfor-
mance a multi-dimensional construct. This consideration opens
doors for future work in multi-objective learning in HRI [6, 16]
using implicit human feedback in the form of nonverbal behavior.

3 METHOD
This section describes our study for evaluating self-annotation
methods for aligning implicit and explicit human feedback in HRI.
The study protocol was approved by our local Institutional Review
Board and refined through pilot studies.

In our study, a participant interacted with a robot photographer
twice. An interaction consisted of the robot completing 3 photo-
taking tasks with the participant. Before taking a photo of the
person, the robot adjusted the framing direction of its camera and/or
chatted with the users, as in Fig. 1(a). The robot employed a sub-
optimal policy while interacting with users, as it did not always
choose in the most task-effective action given the context of the
interaction. Thus, as the policy was executing, the behavior of the
robot naturally prompted people to react to it, providing implicit
feedback via their nonverbal behavior.

After every photo-taking task, participants provided explicit
feedback about the performance of the robot through a survey. In
general, we considered performance as a 3-dimensional construct
that included: (1) the robot’s proficiency at an interactive task with
the user, (2) the social appropriateness of the robot’s behavior, and (3)
the robot’s entertainment value during the interaction. We further
refer to these factors as the dimensions of the robot’s performance.

3.1 Annotation Procedures
We focused our study on evaluating the effect of two indepen-
dent variables on the annotation experience and the data collected
through self-annotation:
Annotation Order:The participants provided their opinion of the
robot’s performance on an action-by-action level using ELAN. They
either annotated all three dimensions of robot performance to-
gether for a single robot action at a time (By-Action order), or
annotated all actions for a single performance dimension at a time
(By-Dimension order). These two annotation orders are explained
in Fig. 2 in relation to ELAN’s interface. Intuitively, these orders
can be thought as completing the annotations by “column” (per
action) or by “row” (per dimension or tier) of the ELAN timeline.
Annotation Frequency: Participants self-annotated the robot’s
performance after each photo-taking task was completed (Per-Task
frequency), or annotated the three tasks after the whole interac-
tion had completed (Per-Interaction frequency). These annotation
frequencies are depicted in Fig. 3. Because an interaction was com-
posed of several photo-taking tasks, the Per-Task frequency meant
that participants provided self-annotations through ELAN more
frequently than when providing annotations Per-Interaction.

Our independent variables led to 4 annotation procedures, each
corresponding to a study condition: 1) By-Action & Per-Task (BA-
PT), 2) By-Action & Per-Interaction (BA-PI), 3) By-Dimension &
Per-Task (BD-PT), and 4) By-Dimension & Per-Interaction (BD-PI).

(a) By-Action Order

1 2

Action 1 Action 2

(b) By-Dimension Order

1 Dim 1
Dim 22
Dim 3

Dim 1
Dim 2
Dim 3

Figure 2: In our study, participants provided self-annotations
in one of two orders: By-Action, annotating one dimension
at a time for every action (a); and By-Dimension, annotating
one action at a time for every dimension (b). “Dim 1”, “Dim
2” and “Dim 3” corresponded to the proficiency, social ap-
propriateness, and entertainment dimensions of the robot’s
performance, respectively. The 1 and 2 symbols denote the
order in which the annotations were provided.
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Annotation 1Photo 
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Annotation 3Photo 
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Figure 3: In our study, participants provided self-annotations after a photo was taken (Per-Task frequency, top) and after a
whole interaction (composed of 3 photo-taking tasks) was complete (Per-Interaction frequency, bottom). The order of these
two procedures was counterbalanced across participants to account for any potential ordering effects.

3.2 Study Design and Hypotheses
Our study had a mixed design: Annotation Order was run between-
subjects, and Annotation Frequency was run within-subjects. We
counterbalanced Per-Task and Per-Interaction frequencies to ac-
count for potential ordering effects. Thus, participants experienced
2 interactions with the robot, each with 3 photo-taking tasks.

We expected the self-annotation procedures to affect (1) people’s
perception of their human-robot interactions and the annotation
process, and (2) the effectiveness of grounding implicit human
feedback into explicit performance values. More specifically, in
relation to our Research Question 1 (in Sec. 2.1), we hypothesized:

H1. Providing self-annotations with the Per-Task frequency will
disrupt the interaction more than the Per-Interaction frequency.
H2. The Per-Task frequency will lead to less perceived workload,
memory burden, and annotation difficulty than Per-Interaction.
H3. The annotation process with the By-Dimension order will be
more time-consuming than with the By-Action order.

The first hypothesis, H1, is a direct result of the Per-Task frequency
happening more often, in the middle of interactions, than the Per-
Interaction frequency (as illustrated by the dark gray "Annotation"
regions of Fig. 3). H2 is motivated by Per-Task frequency resulting
in more dispersed periods of time in which participants provide
self-annotations in comparison to Per-Interaction frequency, when
self-annotations are all collected at the end of an interaction. Also,
when participants provide self-annotations of the performance of
the robot in ELAN, they need to remember how they felt when
the interaction took place. We suspected that this would be easier
with the Per-Task frequency because the interactions would have
taken place closer in time to the annotation event than with the Per-
Interaction frequency. Finally, H3 is motivated by the expectation
that participants will need to re-watch the videos of the human-
robot interaction multiple times with the By-Dimension order. With
the By-Action order, they could instead watch a portion of the video
of their interaction around the time of a given action and then label
the performance of the robot across the three dimensions one after
the other, without having to necessarily re-watch the recording.

In relation to our Research Question 2 (in Sec. 2.2), we expected:

H4. A predictive model trained with our study data will infer the
explicit feedback labels from implicit nonverbal reactions better
than: a) random guessing, and b) informed guessing based on the
distribution of explicit feedback labels.
H5. Annotating By-Action & Per-Task (BA-PT) will result in a more
accurate model for grounding implicit reactions to explicit feedback
labels than the other conditions.

The last two hypotheses, H4 and H5, are defined in relation to
each robot performance dimension. In particular, H4 is motivated
by existing research on reasoning about human implicit feedback
[18, 39, 67], which suggests that implicit human feedback can be
mapped to task statistics (from which rewards can be inferred) or
mapped directly to a reward value. Worth noting, to the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first to explore disentangling implicit
feedback into multiple robot performance dimensions. That is, H4
posits that we can create three models that map implicit human
feedback to explicit ratings for robot proficiency, social appropriate-
ness, and entertainment value, respectively. Each of these predictive
models would be more accurate than random or informed guessing
for the respective dimension. Finally, H5 is motivated by H2 and H3.
We thought that By-Action order and Per-Task frequency would be
faster and easier for the participants, resulting in the BA-PT condi-
tion providing labels with higher quality (more closely matching
the implicit reactions) than the other conditions. In turn, higher
quality labels would lead to a more accurate model for grounding
implicit reactions to explicit feedback.

3.3 Setup
The study took place in a laboratory on a university campus. As
shown in Fig. 4, the room contained a chair where the participant
could sit, a desk with a desktop computer, a keyboard and mouse,
two monitors, and a small table-top robot. The setup also included
three sensors for recording the study and recognizing changes in the
state of the interaction: (1) a Kinect Azure sensor was positioned
above and slightly behind the robot to visually capture human
reactions to the robot’s behavior and perform face tracking of users
during the interaction; (2) a RealSense RGB-D camera was mounted
on the robot’s head and used to take photos of participants; and (3)
a Logitech webcam was placed behind the user to record the robot’s
behaviors during the interaction. The participants used the video
from the Kinect and the webcam as a reference for self-annotations,
as exemplified in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2.

The robot, called Shutter, had a screen face (with a RealSense
camera on top) mounted on a 4 degrees-of-freedom arm. The arm
allowed the face and camera to pan, tilt, and move up and down
as well as forward and backwards. Inspired by Adamson et al. [1],
we made the robot behave like a portrait photographer. The robot
could use humor to elicit spontaneous reactions during photogra-
phy events, change its pose to adjust its camera framing direction,
and take photos of participants. While the robot was moving, its
eyes continuously followed the participant via face tracking to
demonstrate the robot’s presence and engagement. The robot was
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Kinect
Webcam

RealSense

Figure 4: Study setup. Participants sat at the desk as in Fig. 1.

controlled with the Robot Operating System (ROS) [52] and its pho-
tos were displayed on a monitor placed next to it during the study.
The other monitor on the desk was used to gather self-annotations.

3.4 Procedure
First, the participants completed a demographics survey. The ex-
perimenter then introduced the robot photographer, explained the
photo-taking task, and demonstrated how to use the annotation tool
to label the robot’s performance. The participants were instructed
to consistently follow a certain annotation order (By-Action or
By-Dimension) throughout the study.

Afterwards, the participants experienced two interactions with
the robot, each with a given annotation frequency (Per-Task or
Per-Interaction). In each interaction, the robot completed three
photo-taking tasks and, after each task, the participant completed
a survey to rate the robot’s overall task performance based on
our three dimensions (proficiency, social appropriateness, and en-
tertainment value). This survey is depicted as “Photo Survey” in
Fig. 3. Once an interaction and the corresponding annotations were
complete, the participants answered a few additional survey ques-
tions regarding their perception of the annotation process with
the last annotation frequency that they experienced. This survey
corresponds to “Interaction Survey” in Fig. 3.

The study typically took 45 min to 1 hour to complete. Partici-
pants were compensated with USD $20 for their time.

3.4.1 Photo-Taking Tasks. Before taking a photo in a given photo-
taking task, the robot sequentially executed four pre-defined actions
that involved changes in the robot’s pose and/or spoken dialog.
Specifically, robot actions were of the following types:
1. Center face. The robot followed the participant to center their
face on the RealSense image used to capture photos.
2. Avoiding. The robot intentionally oriented its head away from
the participant’s face.
3. Fixed Poses. The robot moved to a pre-defined pose (e.g., resting).
4. Joke. The robot told a joke verbally.
5. Smile. The robot told the participant to smile (e.g., as in Fig. 1(a)).
6. Relax. The robot told the participant to relax.

Unbeknownst to the participants, we used weighted random
sampling to choose varied actions for the robot from the 6 action
types in order to maintain a consistent rate of sub-optimal behavior.
We prevented the same action type from consecutively occurring
more than twice to avoid user boredom or confusion.

3.4.2 Self-Annotation. The participants reviewed their past inter-
action and performed self-annotation of the robot’s performance
using ELAN, as shown in Fig. 1. They could freely choose how
they would replay the time-aligned videos of their interaction with
the robot in order to recall what happened in the photo-taking
tasks, but we required that they consistently follow the assigned
annotation order for the entire study.

As shown in Fig. 2, there were 5 tiers under the timeline of
the videos in ELAN: The first tier contained pre-generated text
fields that described the actions taken by the robot; the second tier
showed the robot’s dialog if the robot talked during an action; and
the remaining three tiers were used by the participants to indicate
whether they thought that the robot performed well (in regard to its
photography proficiency, social appropriateness, and entertainment
value). Participants provided ratings for these three dimensions on
a 7-point Likert responding format (with 1 being “strongly disagree”
that the robot performed well and 7 being “strongly agree”).

3.5 Measures
We collected a variety of measures based on the survey responses,
the self-annotation data, and the videos recorded during the study.
Human’s Perception of the Annotation. The interaction survey,
which was administered after 3 photos and corresponding annota-
tions (as in Fig. 3), asked the participants to indicate their perceived
workload for the self-annotation task in ELAN. Inspired by the
NASA Task Load Index method [23], we measured the workload
through participant’s agreement to five prompts in relation to the
annotations: 1) “It was mentally demanding”; 2) “It was physically
demanding”; 3) “I felt heavy time pressure”; 4) “I was successful”;
5) “I felt stressed”. Additionally, the survey asked for participants’
agreement with the statements “It was difficult for me to annotate
the interaction”, “It was hard to remember what happened during
the interaction when annotating”, and “The annotations were dis-
ruptive to the interaction”. All these prompts were contextualized
for the Per-Interaction frequency by making reference to “annotate
a session as a whole” (e.g., “It was mentally demanding to annotate
a session as a whole”) and for the Per-Task frequency by making
reference to “annotate a session separately for each photo”. Rat-
ings were provided on a 7-point Likert responding format. These
measures served to evaluate H1, H2, and H3.
Explicit Human Feedback. Participants provided two types of ex-
plicit human feedback about the behavior of the robot in our study:
per-action explicit feedback through the self-annotation process in
ELAN, and per-photo explicit feedback through the photo survey af-
ter each task (as in Fig. 3). More specifically, the photo survey asked
the participants to indicate if they agreed that the robot performed
well while taking the last photo. For each of the performance di-
mensions, we gathered impressions of the robot’s performance in
these surveys with two statements, as shown in Table 1. Agree-
ment was provided on a 7-point Likert responding format from
“Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (7). The responses per
dimension had high internal consistency with Cronbach’s 𝛼 above
the nominal 0.7 threshold. Thus, we combined survey responses
into a single performance value per dimension and per photo. The
explicit feedback data was used to evaluate H4 and H5.
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Table 1: Items for measuring the robot’s performance.

Photography Proficiency (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.9685)
- The robot is a competent photographer.
- The robot is capable of taking my photo proficiently.
Social Appropriateness (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.9303)
- The robot behaves in a socially acceptable manner.
- The robot follows social norms.
Entertainment Value (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.9259)
- The robot is entertaining.
- The robot is amusing to interact with.

Table 2: Participant demographics by Annotation Order.

Ann. Order N #Female #Male Avg. Age (SE)
By-Action 20 10 10 24.20 (1.07)

By-Dimension 20 8 12 25.20 (1.52)
All 40 18 22 24.70 (0.92)

Implicit Human Feedback. We used OpenFace 2.0 [5] to extract
features from raw videos of human reactions captured by the Kinect
sensor in our study setup (Fig. 4). The videos consisted of 30 image
frames per second. For each image frame, OpenFace extracted head
poses, gazes, and activation of facial action units in a [0,5] interval
(0 representing no activation and 5 being maximum intensity). For
our analysis with machine learning, we aggregated the predicted
features using max and min pooling in each feature dimension
extracted from consecutive image frames to allow the series of input
features to cover a large enough temporal window of reactions.
These implicit feedback features served as inputs to predictive
models created for H4 and H5.
Screen Recordings. We captured screen recordings while partici-
pants were annotating their videos in ELAN. This data served to
check that participants provided annotations in the right order (ac-
cording to the experimental condition) and to compute the amount
of time that it took participants to complete the annotations.

3.6 Participants
We recruited a total of 46 participants using flyers and word of
mouth. Participants’ were required to be at least 18 years of age, flu-
ent in English, and have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The
study had a final sample size of 40 due to technical problems with
the robot and accidental major deviations from the experimenter’s
script in 6 sessions. A total of 20 participants were assigned to each
Annotation Order, as shown in Table 2. Most participants were
university students, and ages ranged from 19 to 48 years old. All
participants reported using computers daily yet were somewhat
unfamiliar with robots (M = 3.20, SE = 0.36) on a 7-point Likert
responding format (1 being lowest). Only one participant in the
By-Dimension order had interacted with the Shutter robot before.

3.7 Data Validation
Two members of our team manually inspected the screen record-
ings to verify that participants correctly followed the instructed
Annotation Order. All the participants provided annotations as
instructed and there were no missing annotations in the data.

We evaluated the consistency of explicit human feedback data
between per-action annotations and per-photo survey ratings for
each performance dimension. In this analysis, we considered the
per-action annotations as an instantaneous reward 𝑟 . Following
eq. (1), we computed the sum of undiscounted rewards𝐺 =

∑𝑇
𝑡=0 𝑟𝑡

and checked whether these values correlated with the per-photo
explicit feedback from survey ratings. We found significant correla-
tions in general (p < 0.0001). Pearson’s correlation was 0.63, 0.67
and 0.68 for proficiency, social appropriateness, and entertainment
value, respectively. These moderate-to-strong correlations suggest
that the more fine-grained, per-action annotations are generally
consistent with overall robot performance after a photo-taking task.

4 RESULTS
This section first presents our results for our first three hypotheses
about human perception of the annotation process (RQ1 in Sec.
2.1). Then, it describes the results for our last two hypotheses about
mapping implicit signals to explicit measures of performance (RQ2).

4.1 Perceptions of the Annotation Process
We conducted REstricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) analyses
[50, 61] to evaluate participants’ perception of the annotation pro-
cess. Unless otherwise noted, the analyses considered Participant ID
as a random effect, andAnnotationOrder (By-Action, By-Dimension),
Annotation Frequency (Per-Task, Per-Interaction), and Interaction
Number (1st, 2nd) as main effects. Student’s t-tests and Tukey HSD
tests were used for post-hoc analyses when appropriate.

Interaction Disruption. There was low agreement with the an-
notations disrupting human-robot interactions (M = 2.6, SE = 0.16).
REML analyses resulted in no significant differences; however, there
were two trends. The first trend was for Interaction Number (p =
0.053). The 1st interaction had an average disruption rating of 2.88
(SE = 0.23) while the 2nd interaction had 2.33 (SE = 0.23). The sec-
ond trend was for Annotation Frequency having a significant effect
on disruption (p = 0.053), in line with H1. The average disruption
for the Per-Task frequency was 2.88 (SE = 0.26) while for the Per-
Interaction frequency was 2.33 (SE = 0.20). We suspect that the
lack of significance and the low disruption ratings were because
we primed the participants at the beginning of the study about pro-
viding self-annotations for robot performance, setting expectations
for stopping and resuming the interaction with the robot early on.

Workload, Memory Burden and Difficulty. The ratings for men-
tal demand (M = 3.16, SE = 0.19), physical demand (M = 2.28, SE
= 0.13), time pressure (M = 1.91, SE = 0.10) and frustration (M =
2.30, SE = 0.13) were generally low, and there was a perception of
high level of success (M = 6.04, SE = 0.08) in the self-annotation
process. REML analyses showed significant differences only for
the interaction between Annotation Order and Frequency on men-
tal demand (p = 0.03) and on perceived time pressure (p = 0.01).
However, post-hoc tests resulted in no significant differences.

As shown in Fig. 5, most participants did not agree that it was
hard to remember what happened during the interaction when
providing self-annotations (M = 2.61, SE = 0.17) nor with the anno-
tations being difficult (M = 2.39, SE = 0.17). Interestingly, Annotation
Frequency led to significant differences on both perceptions. For
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**** **

Figure 5: Perception of how hard it was to remember what
happened during the interaction (left) and annotation diffi-
culty (right). (****) and (**) denote 𝑝 < 0.0001 and 𝑝 < 0.01.

* ****

Figure 6: Amount of time spent on self-annotations by Anno-
tation Frequency (left) and Annotation Order (right). (****)
and (*) denote 𝑝 < 0.0001 and 𝑝 < 0.05, respectively.

how hard it was to remember (p < 0.0001), Per-Task frequency (M
= 2.08, SE = 0.18) made it significantly less challenging than Per-
Interaction frequency (M = 3.15, SE = 0.28). Similarly, for annotation
difficulty (p = 0.0038), Per-Task frequency (M = 2.08, SE = 0.20) led
to significantly lower ratings than Per-Interaction frequency (M =
2.70, SE = 0.27). These results provide support for H2.

Annotation Time. An REML analysis indicated that Interaction
Number (F[1,37] = 71.99, p < 0.0001), Annotation Frequency (F[1,37]
= 4.59, p = 0.04), and Annotation Order (F[1,37] = 21.04, p < 0.0001)
had a significant effect on how long it took participants to complete
the annotations. First, participants spent significantly more time
annotating the 1st interaction (M = 401.33, SE = 22.32) than the
2nd interaction (M = 304.35, SE = 19.25). This was expected due
to the unfamiliarity of the annotation process earlier in the study.
Second, annotating with the Per-Interaction frequency (M = 365.08,
SE = 24.91) was significantly more time-consuming than with the
Per-Task frequency (M = 340.6, SE = 19.00), possibly because of the
extra memory burden and difficulty induced by the Per-Interaction
frequency (as in Fig. 5). Lastly, the By-Dimension order (M = 427.00,
SE = 23.02) took significantly more time in comparison to the By-
Action order (M = 278.68, SE = 13.31). This last finding supports H3.
Fig. 6 shows results by Annotation Frequency and Order.

4.2 Making Sense of Implicit Feedback
To investigate the usefulness of implicit feedback data for predicting
per-action explicit measures of robot performance, we implemented
a two-layered, bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network

****

****

*

****

****

****

****

Figure 7: MAE for predicting per-action robot performance.
Baseline models (Random, Sample and Average) led to signif-
icantly different results from each other, but we only show
significant differences in the plot with our GRU model due
to limited space. (****) and (*) denote 𝑝 < 0.0001 and 𝑝 < 0.05.

[15, 58] in PyTorch. The neural network took as input a temporal
series of implicit feedback features (as explained in Sec. 3.5) and
output a per-action performance value in [1, 7] (for a single robot
performance dimension). The model was trained in a supervised
manner on the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) with respect to per-
action annotations provided by the participants during the study.
In general, we used a batch size of 256, a learning rate of 1e−5 and
the AdamW optimizer [43] to train the model. We employed leave-
one-out cross-validation to evaluate accuracy with MAE, where
each participant served as the test set once.1

Comparison with Guessing. To validate that implicit nonverbal
reactions contain useful information that helps infer explicit feed-
back labels, we compared our GRU model with 3 baselines: Random,
which predicted a label of 1-7 uniformly at random; Sample, which
predicted a value in 1-7 by sampling from the ground truth label
distribution of the training set; andAverage, which always predicted
the average of all the ground truth labels in the training set. Fig. 7
shows the MAE results averaged across all 40 leave-one-out folds.

We analyzed the MAE results per performance dimension using
REML analyses that considered Model (Random, Sample, Average,
GRU) as a main effect and Participant ID as a random effect. For
proficiency, the REML analysis indicated that Model had a signifi-
cant effect on the MAE (F[3,117] = 161.71, p < 0.0001). A Tukey HSD
post-hoc test then showed that the GRU model (M = 1.16, SE = 0.05)
had a significantly lower error than all the baselines. For the other
dimensions, the REML analyses also indicated a significant effect of
Model (p < 0.0001). The post-hoc tests revealed that our GRU model
was significantly better (lower MAE) than the Random and Sample
baselines. Although our GRU model did not result in significantly
lower MAE than the Average baseline for the social appropriateness
and entertainment value dimensions, our results are in-line with
H4, especially when considering photography proficiency.

Comparison of Annotation Procedures. To investigate if the
annotation procedures led to differences in model accuracy, we built
separate datasets for BA-PT, BA-PI, BD-PT, and BD-PI, considering
only the implicit feedback and per-action annotations provided for

1See the appendix in the supplementary material for more details about our model.
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Table 3: Average MAE (with Std. Err.) on per-action annota-
tions for our GRUmodel. Data were split by study condition.

Dimension BA-PT BA-PI BD-PT BD-PI
Proficiency 1.26 (0.10) 1.14 (0.07) 1.27 (0.10) 1.35 (0.10)
Social App. 1.19 (0.09) 1.15 (0.08) 1.21 (0.08) 1.27 (0.08)

Entertainment 1.28 (0.15) 1.14 (0.11) 1.02 (0.14) 0.91 (0.07)

each condition. Then, for each performance dimension, we trained
our GRU model four times using leave-one-out cross-validation
on each subset of the data. Table 3 shows the MAE results for the
GRU models per performance dimension. While all four GRU mod-
els achieved low errors, an REML analysis revealed no significant
differences for these results. Thus, we found no support for H5.

5 DISCUSSION
Findings in relation to RQ1. Our first research question was
about whether different self-annotation procedures influence hu-
man perception of the flow of interactions and the annotation pro-
cess. In terms of disruptions, we found a trend toward more disrup-
tions to the interactionwith the robot when annotatingwith the Per-
Task frequency than with the Per-Interaction frequency. This trend
was in line with our first hypothesis (H1). In terms of perceptions of
the annotation process, we found that the Per-Task frequency led to
significantly lower memory burden and annotation difficulty than
the Per-Interaction frequency, partially supporting H2. We suspect
that the latter findings were in turn reflected in significantly less
annotation time with Per-Task than with Per-Interaction frequency.
Additionally, providing the self-annotations with By-Action order
consumed less time than with the By-Dimension order, as expected
for H3. Taken together, these findings suggest that care must be
taken when designing self-annotation methods because procedural
details can influence how hard it is for participants to provide data
and how much time they spend on the annotation process. Poten-
tially, the self-annotation method can also influence how much
annotations disrupt human-robot interactions, which could in turn
influence human engagement and perceptions of the robot.

Findings in relation to RQ2. Our second research question was
about the usefulness of the self-annotation data for mapping im-
plicit feedback in the form of nonverbal signals to explicit measures
of robot performance. As hypothesized in H4, we found value in
predicting explicit feedback labels by interpreting implicit feedback
with a machine learning model, especially for the proficiency di-
mension. While the GRU model achieved significantly lower MAE
than the Average model for predicting photography proficiency,
the broader takeaway from our results in Fig. 7 is that our annota-
tion methods enabled the strong performance of not only our GRU
model but also the Average baseline. Each of these models relied
upon the large dataset of per-action labels produced by our annota-
tion methods: the Average baseline capitalized on the consistency
of these labels across participants and human-robot interactions
while the GRU further capitalized on the alignment of explicit per-
action labels with implicit feedback in order to interpret nonverbal
reactions and improve model prediction even further.

Although we found no support for BA-PT leading to better data
for implicit feedback models (H5), all the models that were trained

separately on data from our four annotation procedures led to small
mean absolute errors with respect to ground truth explicit feedback.
This suggests that all four methods for gathering self-annotations
could aid in building better implicit feedback models in the future.

Limitations & Future Work. Our work primarily focused on
evaluating methods for annotating robot performance in human-
robot interactions, so the scope of implicit data modalities and
model architectures is limited and can be expanded in future work.
Worth noting, we used the boundaries of high-level robot actions
to align implicit reaction features with explicit human labels in a
photography setting. However, other robotics tasks might not be
formulated in the same way, requiring more fine-grained mapping
of human reactions to explicit feedback about robot performance.

Our work explored the relationship between implicit reactions
grounded in explicit labels and rewards used in Reinforcement
Learning. In particular, our GRU model mapped implicit feedback
to explicit feedback, which could be considered instantaneous re-
wards (as in Sec. 3.7). In the future, we want to investigate how
per-action rewards can be leveraged for robot behavior adaptation
in HRI. We suspect that this may require incorporating human bi-
ases in howwe reason about the rewards [59] as well as considering
peculiarities of the interaction scenario. For instance, we observed
cases in our study where later robot actions (closer to capturing
a photo) influenced the robot’s performance for the photo-taking
task more than earlier actions.

Finally, by simultaneously collecting self-annotations for three
dimensions of robot performance, our work sets the stage for future
work in multi-objective robot learning. Although we chose perfor-
mance objectives specifically for robot photography, other robotic
tasks may require measuring performance with different or more
dimensions. Also, future work could investigate whether personal-
izing models for mapping nonverbal implicit feedback to explicit
feedback improves prediction accuracy. For our robot photographer,
we suspect that conditioning our GRU model based on individual
user characteristics could lead to better results in the future because
dimensions like social appropriateness are inherently subjective.

Recommendations for Implicit Feedback Datasets.We hope
that future work leverages our findings to create high-quality im-
plicit feedback datasets in HRI. To this end, we first recommend
increasing the frequency of annotations during human-robot in-
teractions whenever possible to reduce memory burden and the
annotation difficulty perceived by users. However, such improve-
ments may lead to more disruptions to interactions, even when
annotations are gathered after well-structured robot tasks (as in
our study). Therefore, our second recommendation is to conduct
annotation pilots to find a balance between how challenging the
annotation process is to users and how disruptive annotating is
to the interaction. Third, we recommend labeling all robot perfor-
mance dimensions for small slices of time (e.g., per robot action)
and familiarizing users with the annotation process early on during
data collection. This can save time, potentially reducing the cost of
creating the dataset.
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